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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

5010—106 a 

GSA GEN. RES. NO. 27 

| UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
(2? 

me agi SAC, Los Angeles (10513068) pate: 2/26/64 

vA FROM : Director, FBI (105111366) 
JUNE 

SUBJECT: WALTER HENRVK DUDA ‘ 
LS = FO 

Reurlet 3/16/64. 

The Bureau agrees with the observations in relet 
concerning coverage of subject. These measures should, 
of COUTSey be implemented with scrupulous attention to insure 
MAXTMNUM SECUTTEY> 

In view of the references to confidential investigative 
techniques in relet, it is being designated as "June" and 
should be so treated in your office. 

» 

me sae j 

SEARCH 3 : G g as ~| 

(pope 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES co Wrraser 

Memorandum 

S 

ie 

TO SAC, Los Angeles (65-6984) DATE: 1/21/63 

FROM: Director, FBI (65~65884) 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE ~- R 

Reurlet 1/11/63 advising that UACB the 
program would be resumed on 2/5/63 in your office 
and would operate on a five-day basis from Tuesday 
through Saturday. 

A review of this file shows that this 
program has been operating in your office since August, 
1961, with the exception of the Christmas periods of 
1961 and 1962. To date, no Soviet illegal agents have 
been identified or located as a result of your operation. 
In view of the heavy demands placed on the espionage 

- squad of your office as set out in your airtel of 11/15/62 
and in view of the unproductivity of the operation to 
date, the Bureau feels that it should not be reinstituted 
in your office. You should continue the igation of 
any cases currently pending in your office which arose 
from Sam Survey and attempt to bring them to a logical 
conclusion. 

1 = New York (65-18045) 
1 — WFO (65-8300) 

ES Af4- PB 
S*7 Ce sry 

Wa ig 
pr 22 

ZG © —— 
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Letter to Los Angeles 
RE: WALTER HENRYK DUDA 
105-111366 

San Diego should endeavor to obtain copies of all 
of subject's letters to Mrs, Stowe in order that the exact 
statements of the subject and the pertinent dates will be 
available for preparation of the eventual interview with 
him. Some plausible reason for wanting this correspondence 
can be given to Mrs, Stowe as for example that it may give 
an interesting insight into conditions in Poland during this 
period. Ce 

if he has been recruited, the subject is possibly 
not yet operational but he may be communicating with his 
principal in Poland through a mail drop in Poland, 
Los Angeles should immediately submit its recommendation 
regarding mail cover on subject. When subject is interviewed, 
he should be questioned about his relatives and friends and 
what reports he has received from them concerning 
developments in Poland since his departure, If he fails to 
volunteer information concerning one of his correspondents, 
it may be an indication that this is his mail drop. (s) 

{It is noted that in a letter to Mrs, Stowe on 
9/25/58 the subject stated that he was not a member of the 
Polish Communist Party (PZPR), but admitted membership in 
October, 1960, when applying for a U. S. visa. When the 
subject is interviewed the circumstances of his joining the 
PZPR should be explored, s) 

New York should promptly furnish results of its 
further contact with CSNY 3581-S, 
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Letter to Los Angeles 
RE: WALTER HENRYK DUDA 
105-111366 

instigated the charges concerning cement production in order 
to put pressure upon him; that in March, 1960, subject may have 
agreed to cooperate with the PIS and that in April, 1960, the 
charges were disposed of by dropping the serious charges, 
sentencing him to six months on a minor charge and giving him two 
years probation as a further hold over him. This reconstruction 
of what may have happened is, of course, merely tentative. ) 

Subject was reportedly in prison from April until 
October, 1960, and yet he wrote at least one letter to Mrs. Stowe 
during this period. If he was not cooperating with the ?I5,,. 
it seems unlikely that he would have been permitted to send a 
letter from prison to a person in the U. S. with whom he was 
negotiating to get out of Poland. (CS? 

On 10/22/61 subject stated the U. S. Embassy had asked 
him to apply for Poli&h passports for himself and his family 
and on 11/13/61 he said their passports had been obtained. Since 
the normal waiting period for Polish passports is four months for 
persons with clear records, it appears that there must have been 
some intervention on his behalf in order for him to obtain these 
passports S@-> quickly. (Ce 

The information developed thus far tends to indicate 
that the subject is identical with the individual named by 
CSNY 3581-S. The evidencing of anticommunist sympathies by the 
subject since his arrival in the U. 5. is merely what might be 
expected of a recruited PIS agent. This case may present, 
therefore, an excellent opportunity to penetrate Polish 
intelligence, “~~~ (a 

=D 
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+ wq: OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16° 
50 
* 

UNITED STATES GOV 

Memorandum 
— 

TO SKE, Los Angeles pate: 11/29/62 

/. ‘Director, FBI oe 

mented Foc 

545092 

| @ SECRET 

SUBJECT: WALTER HENRYK DUDA 
IS = PO 

Re San Diego report of 11/13/62. 

The fact that Mrs. Gardner Stowe,who assisted 
subject to come to the U. 5.,has retained all of his 
letters to her may be very helpful in this case, It could 
probably be presumed that the subject's correspondence was 
examined at least on some occasions by the Polish Intelligence 
Service (PIS), On 11/16/59 the subject mentioned in one of 
his letters that it would be easy to get an entry permit 
Cinto the U. 8S.) from Germany; his statements in this letter 
may have indicated that he was considering an escape or 
illegal departure from Poland and may have alerted the 
PIS to take action concerning him, On 4/25/60 he was 
sentenced by the Polish Court to six months' ‘imprisonment 
and two years’ probation for producing substandard cement. 
The investigation of the subject with respect to this 
charge undoubtedly covered several weeks preceding 4/25/60, 
It will be recalled that CSNY 3581-S reported that subject 
was recruited by the PIS about 3/20/60. It appears quite 
possible that between November, 1959, and March, 1960, the 
PIS may have studied his case; that the matter was brought 
to a head when he received notice from the U. S. Embassy 
in Warsaw on 3/2/60 that favorable action was anticipated 
on his U, S. visa application; that the PIS thereupon 

2 « San Diego (105-4559) 
2 - New York (105-56619) 

¢ 
G ¢ 

/, 

d - 
EARCHED Ci V

ath 

Chep uo 27 
V3 1962 

atta 
i ae 

CLASSIFIED BY“ 342/7% 
EVEMPT FROM 20S O*7PGTN 2 FF 
DATE OF DECLASSIFICATION INDEEIMITE 

> o/ 
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ee OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
a §010-104 

UNITED STATES ipo \ + (- : 

Memorandum 
“kL 

- SAC, Los Angeles (65-6984) DATE: 11/23/62 

Z ; Director, FBI (65-65884) oo 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE - R 

Reurairtel 11/15/62 advising that in order 
to properly utilize the manpower in your office on 
current espionage cases the Sam Survey was discontinued 
as of midnight 11/17/62. Reairtel pointed out that 
consideration would be given on 32/4/63 to the reinstitution 
of this program. 

Inasmuch as the Christmas rush is currently 
peginning, you are authorized to discontinue the 
Sam Survey program in your office. You should thoroughly 
reanalyze the situation after the Christmas rush has 

. been completed and submit your recommendations to 
the Bureau no later than 1/15/63 concerning the reinstitution 
of this program in your office. 
on nerennELS EO eeee SE a ra rar a OEE 

1 - New York (65-18045) Teoh fOv 

1 — WFO (65-8300) pes 

| (1 seaRCHED exe Lut | 
| a a 3) Zrin¢ 

= NOW-2 2h 19 | 
oe {—LOS ANGELES ja 

SJ 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 o 
€ 

UNITED STATES G NMENT 

Memorandum 

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-7236) pate: 10/12/62 

FROM : ASAC H,. A. ONSGARD 

SUBJECT: VICTOR JAMES KORDEL 
ESP - R 

DON MOORE, SOG, at 11:10 a.m., 10/12/62, advised 
that the Bureau had received an airtel in captioned case 
stating that it was desired that the P. 0. Inspector be 
contacted as to a Gus and Sam type survey. MOORE stated he 
did not know exactly what was desired, and he said that the 
next time the office calls the Bureau if they will advise him 
over the phone as to the details, then he will give an oral 
answer regarding this. 

Owe Vrwteh Lert c-e-Q_s 722 bi fp- 

HAO:CEA_. »_/ . oe b&-TSt_" 
= 

° 

(1) C' L SEARCHED 2 INDEXED___. 

: Se SERIALIZED .//Z...FILED 

OCT: 1962 Of<? nif Qs ANGELES = } 
; . get , ) Oss AQ Pui | LL. 
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QPTIONAL EQRM NO.:10 m™ 
510-104 © 

©} : ; UNITED STATES GOWFRNMENT 
CONF IDENT] AL 

Memorandum 

TO * SAC, Los Angeles (65-6984) DATE, =2~13-62 

FROM : Director, FBI (65-65884) PERSONAL ATTENTION 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE - R 

Reurlet 1-30-62 which advised that this 
program can be extended to include air mail directed 
to Mexico City D. F., Mexico. 

You are authorized to extend your coverage 
to include Mexico City in the program. Furnish to 
the Bureau by 4-1-62 the. results of the program 
conducted in your office from its inception to date. 

A Summary should include all data concerning operation 
of the program, including Mexico City phase of it 
and should include number of items handled, number 
of cases opened and closed and number of Agents used 

(nay during program, You should aiso include your 
pn recommendation for future operation of the program, 

For the information of Mexico City, this 
case concerns information received from a highly 
confidential source which is in a position to furnish 
details concerning certain individuals directing air 
mail from the US to specified European countries, 
Tokyo, Japan, and other points in the Far East. 
Due to the extremely confidential nature of the 
investigative technique involved, this matter should 
be heid closely within your office and correspondence 
pertaining to it should be maintained in the most 
secuire manner available. 

“Legat, Mexico City, should obtain the 
information requested by the LAO promptly. In obtaining 
this information, Legat, Mexico City, should utilize 
only established sources and should not inform these 
sources of the purpose of the investigation, 

Enclosed is copy of LA 1-30-62 let for 
NY and Mexico, 

1 - New York (Enc.) (65-18045) 
2 - Mexico City (Enc.) 

92 9~ 
CLASSIFIED BY “°° 3/22/78 
PYEMPT 

FRAM OMe nF a 
8 

ava ~ 

DATE OF DECLASSIFICATION tide CNN 
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#-9 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

@ 

Date: 10-20-61 

FBI 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via airtel 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

To: SACs Los Angeles - Enclosure 
Seattle 

: From: Director, FBI 

SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE - R 

SA James C. Cadigan will arrive Los Angeles 2:35 P.M., 
10/25/61, via UAL Flight 869/853, to give a two-day training 
course in chamferihg on 10/26-27/6l. 

It is noted that Los Angeles has two of the special 
steaming units (photograph attached) used in this work and it is 
assumed that they are available and in operating condition. A 
third unit will be brought by SA Cadigan. 

Los Angeles provide secure room of sufficient size to 
accomodate fifteen men and have the following SA's available for 
training: . 

Eugene E. Schmitt Roger S. Cw. Wolcott 
Richard J. Dobens * William L. McDermott 
Harold E. Newpher John K. Anderson 

yee William C. Patterson Frank £. Chovanec 
Richard K. Schwab James H. Hoose, Jr. 

’ Harry H. Whidbee Charles J. Nagle, Jr. 

(0 Allen F. Frei 

It is believed that two additional chamfering trained 
Agents are sufficient for Seattle at this time. Seattle have 
SA's Lambert G. Zander and Philip T. Basher report to Los Angeles 
by 9:00 A.M., 10/26/61, for training. 

St e Ss, } 
ce pact (B20 9 FF “tx ff 

1 SEARCHED, .ncsssssesee INDEXED... wos 

_— SERIALIZED AS... FILED, Strats 
Fr 6 US 

FBI-LOS ANGELES i 

OTN VC a i i eM. LDU 
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sit, Seattle (65-3663) ak 8S «spite | 

mime, Fa ees _ PERS, ATTENTERE 

Pe on Baa oo ef 

he 5 | . Retktlet ‘a/14/8) authorizing tho Inseitution of 
tee rane oe 

icae 
Sais Teninlng pee rarey vena in the. 

6ffice by & representative the Ff 
travel to Los angeles for this purpose 

' You and ond Gu ae Lie Aagales sacld suinte te to the 
Syren: the Boar OFF ie eg tees Sivise to receive this. 

Sy bow Oerlees. . 

Bu Angetes (68-0924) | és rasa Mia 
Cree eres s = 

. win will 

« "A! 7 
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— st ©) copa 
Office Memorandum ¢ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO. : SAC, Los Angeles DATE: March 24, 1961 

ox Director, FBI JUNE 

SUBJECT: PROPOSAL TO DETECT SOVIET ILLEGAL 
AGENTS IN LOS ANGELES AREA 
ESPIONAGE — R 

Reurlet 3-16-61. 

The Bureau has no objection to your office conducting 
a preliminary survey to determine the feasibility of establishing 
2 proper contact wih the U. 8. Postal Inspectors in Los Angeles 
in connection with this matter. During this survey you will un- 
doubtedly ascertain the volume of airmail going to various 
countries from Los Angeles. 

The Bureau does not desire at this time for you to make 
any request to institute special type coverage. In the past, any 
coverage of this nature has required contact by the Bureau at 
postal headquarters and postal authorities have been cooperative. 
We recently requested and received approval for certain additional 
special coverage and in view of this fact we do not desire to make 
any additional request at this time. 

Also for your information the Bureau contemplates dis- 
cussing this type of coverage at the Internal Security-~Espionage 
Conference scheduled for May 8 and 9, 1961, which will be attended 
by representatives of your office. Los ‘Angeles is one of several 
airmail facilities handling mail to foreign countries and it is an- 
ticipated the results of your survey will be of interest to others 
attending the conference. You are requested to conduct this survey 
promptly and furnish the results to the Bureau with any recon- 
mendations you may have. 

The New York Office has had considerable experience in 
this field and may be in a position to offer suggestions should 
special coverage of this nature be instituted by your office at a 
later date; therefore, a copy of this letter is being designated 
for the New York Office with a copy of referenced letter and a copy 
of your letter to the Bureau submitting the results of your survey 
Should also be furnished New York. 

1 ~ New York (Enclosure) Cb: OG3 fC. ze 
j . ye : SEARCHED ..scsseere amen napfeaa ci PeSIZIEN ay / WALL — SERIALIZEGL RUCK FILED, Latte. 

—, 

~ 

[Scere aI IONS) OS ~“ me Ae ae PNAS ie FF 27 196 1 

Bot n ae ee ® 1c Cr MAAR { 0 
DATE OF be FBI — LOS ANGELE 

ciiibewTlaL WAeze“ae 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 : 

UNITED STATES eee 6 

Memorandum 
TO SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-13068-A) ATE:4./16/64 

FROM : SA HOMER A, PORTER, JR. 
J UN E 

|? SUBJECT: WALTER HENRYK DUDA : 
IS — PO : 

On 4/15/64 Postal Inspector WILLIAM LANGSTON, Riverside, 
California, advised he had made arrangement with the mail carriers 
who delivered mail to DUDA, 2682 7th St., Riverside, so that in 
the event subject places mail on his own mail box to be picked 
up, that the Postal Inspector will be advised. LANGSTON will in 
turn advise the Squad 6 Agent who is in Riverside at that time. 

LANGSTON ascertained from the mail carrier that mail 
had been delivered within the past week to another man at the 
DUDA residence. The mail carrier could not recall the name of 
this individual but believed the name was Polish. 

LANGSTON also advised that he would have available in 
the near future a list of all mail boxes in Riverside with the 
pickup times listed thereon. 

In the event subject or subject's wife mail a letter in 
any box, the Agent is to obtain the location of the box, check 
the list for the next pickup time and Call Postal Inspector 
LANGSTON, who will then have a collection made of that box and 
the mail will be available in the office of the Postal Inspector. 

Inspector LANGSTON also advised that for the time- 
being the outgoing air mail which is dispatched approximately 
11:55 a.m. Will be available sometime after 10:15 a.m. and 
either he or his secretary will cause the necessary trays of out- 
going air mail to be brought to the Inspector's office. They 
will be available for checking there. Arrangements for only one 
outgoing dispatch have been made. 

* 
. 

HAP: fet 
1) 7 
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4 

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-111366) 3/16/64 

a \\ 
SAC, LOS ANGELES (105~13068)(P) Wi 

WALTER HENRYK DUDA 
IS « PO 

OO: TA 

Re NY let to Bureau 3/10/64. 

A review of instant file, including referenced com- 
munication, reflects subject has communicated with two accommo- 
dation addresses for PSS, namely STEFAN STEFANSKI and WALERY 
CIESLINSKI. Subject has admitted forwarding materials to these 
two individuals and CSNY 3581-S has identified them as real 
persons whose function is to turn over Ictters mailed to them 
by PSS sources and workers outside of Poland. 

It also appears that DUDA may well receive a personal 
contact in the near future. Subject has stated he "may possibly 
be contacted after tuo yoers." CSNY 3501-8 has stated this 
probably means a personal contact. 

Los fngeles deems the following dssirable; 

{1} Asecrtainins identity and addresses of persons 
to whom subje2t is corrcsoondins. This would include asccr- 
talning complete massages of pertinent communications to known or 
suspected accommodation addresses in Poland. 

(2) Ascertaining text of communications and 
identirying vost cards subject may receive from accommodation 
addresses in Poland or a third country. 

(3) Ascortainins, by means of a plant and/or appropriate 
surveillance, if subject actually receives a personal contact. 
This means would also be utilized in the event it becomes 
desivable, with prior Bureau authority, to develop an anonymous 
source at subject's residence. we 
Q- Dureau (REGISTERED) = a 
L- New York (105-56619) (REGISTERED) 7 >” 
2- Los Angeles a he 
— a S SEARCHED __ 
(5 Vos INDEXED 

; oe SERIALKZED - 
> {y~? 7 ALE ce MA oe “ ) FILED 

%- eH. oe 
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< yl 

‘> 

+} 

LA 105«13068 

(4) Ixeveloping a rolinble source at the place of 
employment of subject who could keep the Los Angeles Office 
er of travel, vacation plans, hobbies and unusual activities 

° « 

ALL of the above would be subject to maximum security 
being maintained. 

requested to grant poernicsiona to contect an cztromoly reliable 
source in the Postal Inspectoris Office, Los fneeles. This 
source in the past has rendered valuable assistance in the Sam 

in connasction with items 1 and 2 above, the Bureau is 

Survey Program recently functioning in the Los Angeles Office. 

ete 
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1340 West Sixth Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

September 30, 1964 

fir. J. G. Hudson 
Assistant Inspector in Charge 
P.O. Box 751 
Los Angeles, California 90053 

Dear Mr, Hudson: 

Reference is made to my requests for mail covers 
concerning Vasiliy Andreyevich Volkov 3960, Bast 5th Strect, 
Maywood , tinge age dated September id 4, and Walter 
Henryk Duda, 2 oe vo street, Riverside, eo » dated 
Senter 28, 2 

Please be advised that your office should dis- 
continue this coverage. No acknowledgement is necessary. 

Your continued cooperation in matters of this nature 
is indeed appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

WESLEY G. GRAPP 
special Agent in Charge 

REGISPERED 

2. addressee 
-~ LA 

1 = 65-7456... 
L = 105-13068 

NM: fet 

(4) 

SEARCHED 

INDEXED 
Neon” 

SCRIALIZED.. --_ oe 
FILED: 
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DIRECTOR; FBI -. 4/10/61 

SAC, LOS ANGEY S (65-6984) JUNE 

PROPOSAL TO DETECT SOVIET ILLEGAL 
AGENTS IN LOS ANGELES AREA ) 

| ESPIONAGE - R 

“ReBulet 5 3/24/61. ; 

Mr. LEWIS. H. STODDARD, Assdatent Postal inspector, | 
Angeles, California, was contacted regarding this program on 

3/20/61, and “4/5/61. these contacts were handied by Ficid ae 
visor NEAL MC GINNIS and SA JAMES H. HOOSE, JR. and on — 15. * 
SAC W. G@, SIMON also met with Mr, STODDARD. 

Mr. STODDARD is in charge of the local Postal 
Inspector's office, with a staff of fifteen men and has the 
title of Assistant Postal Inspector, as the division head office 
4s in.San Praneisco, California. The San Francisco division . 
covers the States of California, Nevada, Hawaii and the trust —— 
territories. Mr. NELSON E. POE is the Postal Inspector in 
charge of the San Francisco division and he has @ deputy — 
inspector under him. However, as previously indicated, Mr. 
STODDARD is the man in direct charge of the Ios Angeles office. 

i STODDARD mentioned that the Ios Angeles postal | 
 Pactlities are second in size only to those of New York City. 
There are Air Mail Facilities (AMF) at Seattle, San Francisco, 
Denver and Los Angeles. However, Los Angeles is the collection — 
‘point for air mail destined for the Scandinavian countries 
originating in any of the Far Western States. This is based on 
the fact that Scandinavian Airline System (SAS) flies direct to 
Scandinavia from Los Angeles and does not have any flights 
originating in any of the previously mentioned AMF cities. — 

. put: into operation. 

x8 
ci 95092 

No request for special coverage was made of Mr. 
STODDARD; however, he has been very friendly with this Office 
and during these two contacts in particular, he was very help- 
ful and cordial. He stated he would assist this Office in any 

way possible regarding any investigative problem that might be 
encountered. It is peiseved the program could ‘be en: * : 

ODT ROHED nee 
Hf 

2- Bureau (REGISTERED ) Fu ee =e 
5 tes York 88 Info ) (RBSISTERED) | SERIALIZED, saaed 

8 Angel Ss > Sarge 
ma tHe fet FILED ee and, 
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DA 65-6981 
The ja saeton AMP - Foreign ‘Unit is wala. 

Located at net West 98th Street, Los Angeles, about one : 
mile from the Los Angeles International Airport. The airport 
is being enlarged and modernized. New administrative and air-— 
line service buiidings are under construction. ‘The main air- 
port administration building and the United Airlines building - 
will be open by the end of June 1961.. It is expected that all. 
other airline passenger service buildings will be completed by 
December 1961. At this time it is not definitely know where 
the new Post Office - facility will be located. Mr. STODDARD 
was of the opinion a new postal building will be constructed 
on the site of the present main parking Lot, Put for some ‘tine 
eecenn facilities wiil be used. 

Following is the air madi letter class traffic oute 
going from the Los Angeles AMF for the week of 3/12-18 61, 
which was destined for Scandinavian countries. Mr. STODDARD 
stated this was a typical week, that it is based on poundage 
records of the carriers involved and that the Post Office 
figures there are 290 air mall letters to the pound, 

* Dey s (letters , time . Carrier 

Monday «160 (46,400) = s12s00 PM TWA 
‘Tuesday 190 (55,200) - 4 42330 AM SAS 

wednesday 380 fe) NN 
Thursday 140 (40,600) | S 8:45 AM < AAL 

Friday _ 330 (95,700) a 11:30 AM | SAS | 

‘Saturday 330 (95,700) ot 22:00 PM- TWA 
sunday 70 (20,300) |X  =—.11830 AM _. SAS 

HW 55092 

Above figures for letters are higher than actual 
count, as letter class mail is also used to some extent for 
the sending of small as but the een of. omnr 
in‘ this.class is small. 

“ee 
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LA 65-6984 | 

_—’- SAS fl4es by direct Polar Route from Los Angeles to- 
Scandinavia, From 4/5/61 to 10/1/61, SAS operates on a sae : 
schedule, with one flight leaving at 11:30 AM, six days a 
week, no flight on Wednesdays. 

The mail for Scandinavia carried by Trans World . 
Airlines and American Airlines is transferred at Idlewild, . 

_ |New York, but is:in sealed pouches and not reworked at that 
_ point, merely transferred from one plane to another, — 

Me. STODDARD also furnished figures for the total AME 
dispatch for 4/4/61 broken down by major cities and countries 
throughout the world. This schedule is not being Bet out in 
this letter but is available in this file. a 

2 There is a constant flow of incoming maii at AMF, . 

being heaviest from about 11:00 PM through the early morning 
hours, AMF starts "tying down" the mail an hour and a haif 
before flight departure time. “Tying down” refers to the ~ 
final assembly into the sealed pouches, separated as to de sti- 
nation, "Casing" of the mail (separating incoming mail as to 
destination) goes on constantly. AMF tries to deliver the 
seaicd pouches to the alr carriers thirty minutes prior to 
flight departure but often the ren =P is much closer to 
departure vime. | 

a Tt as recommended thes at as- early a “Gate as practical, 
the Burcau contact postal headquarters regarding this program. 
When approval is received, this Office will certainly appreciate 
receiving suggestions from the New Yori office concerning, the 

- eperational detaiis of the progran,. . 

For the time being, no further action is being taken — 
concerning this program by the ios — orfice. 

oe 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 3/16/61 

; JUNE 
SAC, LOS ANGELES (65- 

arene = ' 

PROPOSAL TO DETECT SOVTET 
EEA AG AGIISS DT 103 ANGELES AREA 

_— “4 
; + 

FSEIUANCE - R . Se 
pipes oe ue hte 7 ” 

Os TA AS eo wth am oP a - 

Utilization of noimcl mail channels is a principal 
method tvhrouch which Sovict iliesals in the United States 
maintcin convcact with superiors chroad. Additiuonally, the 
Eurecu nas established that Sovict illegal operatives in this 
country have utilized a mall cutout resident in one of the 
Scandinavian countries, In one rovhod, the illessal has written 
the city nome only as a return address, as a means of es- 
caping detection and as a means of noting to the recipient the 
origin or the mail. 

yor the Bureau's intornation, the Scandinavian 
Airlines originates Plichnts from Los Anseles six times a week 
destined to Seandinavian countries and is contracted to carry 
intern2tion. mail, Treaas orld Airlines hos senmieveckly 
fligatvs leceving Los Anseles ror direct passace to Paris, France, 
over tne rolar Route and 15 contracted to curry international 
mail, 

tos Angeles is extremely interested in uneurthine 
any Vest Coast illegal and particularly any ille~al operation 
as ouclinecda above, Consecuently, this Office proposes that 
Bureau permiosion be senated so that « preliminary survey can 
be conducted with the end in vici of deverrminins tho reasibpillity 
or cstvablishing a proper contact with the U.S, Fostal 
Taspectors 2m Los Aneecles Yor the ultimate purpose of sur- 
veyins mail destined to Scandinavian countries. 
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LA 65— 

iv is felt that this program, which is in partial 
offect in the East, would be of direct benefit particularly 
in the Southern California arca, which embraces a large seg- 
nent of the national population. The Bureauts cormentsa and 
a regarding this proposal are respectfully soli- 
elted,. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65~65834) 12/28/61 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) {(P} 

SAM SURVEY 
ESP - R 

ReBulet a ager requesting comment as to desirability 
of having Legat Tokyo obtain the names of Soviet personnel 
assigned to the Trade Mission in Tokyo. 

his orfice dees not consider it necessary to have 
Legat fokyo obtain the names. Tos Angeles will continue to 
wateh for mail addressed to 12 Shinryudo-cho, Agapu, Minato-ku; 
Tokyo. If such mail is also adaressed to the Soviet Trade 
Mission, to anyoac with a Russian name,or for any other reason 
is suspect, taat moll wil ce surveyed. A determination will 
then be made reserding further investigation of the correspondence, 

For the Bureau's information if is being mentioned 
that a situation exists with Japanese mail which is peculiar to 
countries using different alphabets or writing. International 
postal regulations require only that the name of the . ri 
country of cestination be in tse Languacc of the coubtry 
origia ind any;sghing else on tse cnvelope con bc in any Language 
gesived, Tnerefore, a smald percentage of the mail monivored 
has been found to have Tomyo, Japan, in English and the balance 
of the writing on tne enyclope in oriental characters. None or 
the porsomncl assigned to the survey 2t Iles Angsles can read 
JOPEACES. 

The Bureau is regquestec to furnish to the Ios Anseles 
and Seattle offices the names and addresses on the Japan Watch 
List written in Japanese characters, It would also be desirable 
to include a comment as to the most likely place this might be 
found in relation to the English part of the address, Perhaps 
the Translation Section could furnish sample copies. 

f2— Durer ISTERED) 
i- Boston (Sbemtlrye ) (Info ) (REGISTERED } 
L- New York {6 §~18045) (into ) {REGISTERED} 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
Soio-104 

UNITED STATES GOVkL.AMENT 

Memorandum 
| Y 

YO SAC, Los Angeles (65-6984) 

FROM : Director, FBI (65-65884) 

supject: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE - R 

ww 

DATE: 1-3-62 

PERSONAL ATTE N 

Reurlet 12-7-61 askng for the names 
of the other persons or businesses at the 
address occupied by the Tass News Agency, Oslo, 
Norway. 

| CIA had advised that the occttpants of 
Fougstadgate, Number 9, are the following: 

Ground floor - Fougstadgate Borettslag A/L 
(A firm, and owner of the building); 

First floor - Tass; 

Second floor - Knut Gard, dentist and "general 
secretary," and his wife, Liv Gard, also a 
dentist; 

Third floor - Einar Isaksen, “official" (possibly 
a civil servant); 

Fourth floor - Mrs, Alette Bolling, and her 
daughter, Alfhild. 

The above is furnished for your information, . 

Boston (65-4447) 
New York (65-18045) 
Seattle (65-3663) 
WFO (65-8300) fod front ned fond 
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OPTIONAL esa NO. 10 © 
ion ta “ 

» UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

» 

Memorandum 

TO + SAC, Boston DATES /39./61 

FROM 3f Director, FBI (65-65884) 
° os 
oe 

sunecr: SAM SURVEY 
JESPLONAGE - R 

The SAM Survey was instituted by the New York Office 
in December, 1959. It is a program by which airmail déstined 
for certain European cities or countries is examined by Agents 
prior to its being placed in bags and placed aboard the planes. 
This examination is made for a twofold reason: 

(1) To identify persons corresponding with known 
Soviet mail drops in Europe 

(2) To identify and locate individuals in the 
United States sending letters to Europe which 
may be part of a Soviet illegal network. 

The latter purpose is accomplished through the knowledge 
we have obtained that illegal agents use certain Signs in their 
correspondence which can be. detected from an examination of the 
envelope. In one caSe a common name and city are uSed as a return 
address on the letters. A street and a number are not used in 
this return address. in two other cases, it was noted that an 
illegal agent used the same type of return address. Other signs 
developed from investigations to date are: a 

(1) The "rd" in 33rd would be underlined twice 

(2) The name and citybuit not the street of a return 
address would be underlined 

Chicago 
Detroit 
Houston 
Los Angeles 
Miami 
Newark 

- New Orleans | 
Philadelphia o 
San Francisco 

Aa ¥) 

of 
a 

bo hod B a 

0 
New York L 

FBI-LOS ANGELES 
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Letter to SAC, Boston 
Re::' SAM SURVE VEY 
65~-65884 

(3) The Hien "1" written in icackions after the 
date would be a signal for the date of the 
meeting. 

: In addition, British intelligence has advised they iis 
have noted signs such as the following: 

(1) An unusual form of the addressee's name such 
as including an extra initial 

(2) Addition of bogus initials after the addressee's 
name such as D. D. S. 

(3) Obvious misspelling of the name of a town or 
country on the envelope 

(4) The use of more stamps than necessary on a 
piece of correspondence. 

eomeak eo besis uss is handling this program on a 
! 24-hour, é-day-week.basis using eight Agents who process about 

a half-million pieces Of mail per-Wéeek, At the present time 
New York has varying degrees of coverage of airmail to the 
following areas: Finland, Amsterdam, Hungary, Stockholm, Oslo, ~ 
Denmark;-Geneva..ineluding’ Lausanne, Zurich, Bern, Berlin, Vienna, 
Brussels, Bucharest and Rome. This survey “does. not include airmail 
directed to the Soviet Union. 

Each office receiving this letter has direct airmail 
flights from that city to various foreign countries and cities | 
other than Canada and Mexico. Each office should make a discreet 
contact with local postal authorities to determine the details of the 
handling of this overseaS: airmail. During ne contact the following 
details should be obtained: 

(1) To which city and country is this er dispatched 
directly from your city? 

. (2) How many flights per day or per ak go from your 
city to foreign countries? 

(3) What is the volume of mail per flight or per day or 
per week 

| __ Hi 35092 _Ddocid: posers Page a 
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Letter to SAC, Boston 
Re: SAM SURVEY 
65-65884 

(4) Is the mail bagged and bundled in your city 
or does it arrive there from another city 
already bagged and bundled? 

For example, it might be that’overseas airmail 
deposited in Seattle is precessed there, bagged and bundled 
and sent on to Los Angeles or San Francisco for eventual 
dispatch. 

In connection with the conducting of this inquiry, 
a contact was made with the Chief Postal Inspector, Washington, 
D. C., and he was advised of our interest in determining 
details of direct airmail flights to countries other than 
Canada and Mexico and he was entirely agreeable to our 
conducting such an inquiry. a eiatal iy-any difficulties 
were encountered he would be glad to have them brought to 
his attention. 

You should also determine the facilities used in 
your city for the handling of this mail and advise if these 
facilities could be used by Bureau Agents with full security 
in the event a monitoring program is established. i cic alec a SAR 

Also submit your evaluation as to whether a request 
could be made locally to permit Bureau Agents to institute 
a monitoring operation on this mail or if it would be necessary 
to make inquiry at headquarters Ievel. ‘However, no requést for 
institution of a monitoring program should be made at this time 
and your evaluation should be based on your knowledge of the 
local postal authorities. OR | sachs bach a Aa : € 

In the event a monitoring program is instituted, you 
will be furnished with specific information and details 
concerning the methods which are used to attempt to identify 
the particular items of interest in this mail. For your 
additional information, from the experience of the Bureau 
with this program to date only a small portion of mail 
examined will be of interest to the Bureau. 

No requests or other action to institute this 
arrears 

ab cas 
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Letter to SAC, Boston 
Re: SAM SURVEY 
65-65884 

a” program should be made without furnishing the Bureau 
the results of your survey at which time a decision 
i then be made by the Bureau on an individual 
asis. nema ees, 

This inquiry_should be handled promptly 
and the results submitted to the Buréat Within 30 
days from the receipt of this Tetter in éach office. 

Heche A 
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| DIRECTOR, FBI — | ; | 7 6/12/61 

SAM SURVEY - 

LOS ANGELES 

nebr - RK : 

“ ReBulet 5/31/61. Reference is also made to Ios 
'- Angeles letters dated 3/16/61, 4/10/61 and Bulet 3/24/61, 

- all captioned "Proposal to Detect Soviet Illegal Agents in 
Los Angeles Area, ESP - R," and all of which deal = this 
same program. 

eoijouine answers will be “an the order of the 

(2) 

questions posed beginning on page 2 of reBulet; 

Copenhagen, 3 Denmark 
Oslo, Norway — 
Stockholm, Sweden ; 3 
(Above includes mail . for other points in 
. Scandinavia) 
Paris, France — 
‘Iondon, England 
Rome, Italy 
Milan, Italy 

} ‘Tokyo, Japan. - 
Qsaka, Japan 
Frankfurt, Germany 
Berlin, Germany 

Manila, P. I. . 
Auckland, N. 2. 
Sydney, Australia 

'.All principal cities end countries in 

(2) 

on all eeerees 

- Bureau (REGISTERED) 
l= New York (REGISTERED ) (tnfo) 

, Zor 
= = 

DocId:32989619- 

Central and South America | 

In this reply only éaanainayia and Europe 
are considered; however, figures. are available 
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GA 65-6984 a : a a “'gcandinavia: 6 flights per ial, ‘none ‘on 
Wednesday, SAS departs once. 
daily at 11:30 Bele 7 

ff flights weekly, ‘ietadine | 
Wednesday, TWA and AAL carry 
mail bagged and bundled Los. 
Angeles to New York for trans- 
fer at NY for ‘Scandinavia. . 

London: Og flights per week. PAA, 

| Frankfurt, ‘Berlin, | 
Hamburg: APAA flights per week. | 

. Paris: | 2% 2 flights’ ‘per week. TWA. 

: Rome : 8 flights per. week. TWA, 

" ‘Milan: . 2 flight. per week. TWAS 

; (3). 3 Volume per week: 

- Scandinavia: LA “ Copenhagen direct via 

dl to. NY tor “transfer, via. 

ee ee ee rotal = 400,000° 
Paris: ©. ° 30,000 °° | 

London: © =§- 149,000 

| Rome s = ae 175,000 : | 

_ Milan; 3 5,000. 

“Brankfurt:, 150,000 | 

Berlin: oud, 500 - 

eee! Hamburg, 2h, 000. 

Above figures are for the week of 5/7=13/6l, 
’ pased on poundage transported air mail class, - 
290 letters to., the oe: and a poet ener 
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-*- begause small ee also EO in this class 
_ mail... | 

a) “Mail is vadaad at tts at LA. Also a 
48 @ collection and dispersal point for the | 
Par. “Western: States; therefore, some mail is 

-. also received bagged and bundied, but ig re- } 
bagged at LA, 

Postal authorities state the tos sinetin ‘Air 
Mad) Facility = Foreign Unit is only exceeded 
in size by Idlewild, WY. 

3) (5) 
«with full security in the event ee 

Factiities used could be used ng Bureau Agents 

‘program is. established. © 

(6): 
Agents to institute bere Seeeene re: 

‘It-4s the opinion of this office that a re- 
quest. could be made locally to permit Bureau 

= - Ror the time being, no further action ig being — 
_ taken concerning ‘this: program by the: los Angeles Office. 

- | AN information copy has been furnished ue New York. -_ 

“office as instructed ta er 3/ak/ol. - | 
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« UNITBD STATES ave Geet sd 

‘Memorandum 

TO? ~~ SAC, ~Boston SPALE/61 

PERSONAL A 
pROM eo eeetoe: FBI (65-65884) 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 

ESPIONAGE ~- R 

ReBulet 5/31/61 to Boston which réquested all we 
offices receiving the letter with the exception of New York ye 
to obtain details relative to the handling of direct overseas 
airmail in each city and to consider the possibility of 
establishing coverage of this mail. 

The Bureau_is gratified with results of this inquiry 
conducted by éach office. e letters received at the Bureau 
show that_each office has developed the required information 
fully and set out results in an intelligible fashion. er 

As a result of the surveys conducted, the Bureau 
desires the following four offices to take further steps 
to _ institute the 5AM Survey Program covering the countries 
specified for each office: 

Los Angeles __Copenhagen, Denmark; > 
Oslo, Norway; Stockholii, - 
Sweden; Frankfurt, Berlin, 
Hamburg, Germany and Tokyo, 
Japan 

Seattle Tokyo, Japan 

_ _ Boston Dusseldorf, Hamburg, Germany 

1 - Chicago 1 ~ Philadelphia | 
1 - Detroit 2 ~ San Francisco 
1 - Houston 2 ~ Seattle 

“2 - Los Angeles 2 = WFO 
: = ame 2 ~ New York 

~ Newar 
1 - New Orleans see 

c rR we AG SLIP EES 
SEARCHED. .--_.--<-INDEXED_.___4.. 

SERIALIZED2.......FILED “221d i Os a ee, 
a" aie / f 1 6 1961 | 
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Letter to SAC, Boston 
Re: ‘SAM-SURVEY 
65- 65884 

WFO | AuStria; Belgium: 
Denniarks: Germany; 
Netherlands; Norway; 
Switzerland; Sweden. 

. It is noted that Seattle overséas’mail, with the 
exception of that directed to Tokyo, Japan, is sent to 
Los Angeles for final bagging. _Los Angeles should make 
arrangements to handle these items coming through from 
seattle. 

It is also noted that San Francisco indicated it 
was anxious to enter this program but expressed doubt 
that it could be done with security. San Francisco should 
continue to follow this matter closely and advise the 
Bureau in the event it is believed such a program may be 
instituted with security in that city. 

Chicago advised that the facilities are not 
available at this time to conduct a Secure operation. 
Chicago pointed out that new postal facilities were. 
being constructed which might possibly provide thé 
necessary facilities for a secure operation. Chicago 
Should follow this construction to determine if and 
when such facilities may become available. 

In the event any other office has any change 
from the facts reported which might permit the secure 
— of this program, the Bureau should be so 
advised. 

- New York should prepare a letter for Los Angelés, 
Seattle, BoSton, and WFO setting forth the details of the 
operation of SAM Survey in that office in order that these 
offices will have the: benefit of the experience of that 
operation. All offices instituting this program are 
cautioned that the operation should be kept_on_a_need=to~ 
know basis in each office and when information is furnished 
to auxiliary offices coming from this sotifce, those offices 
should be advised of the highly confidential nature of this 
information. ee 
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Letter to SAC, ‘Boston 
Re: SAM SURVEY 
65- 65884 

When it is deemed advisable to conduct 
investigation of a specific individual, a separate 
case should be opened under the name of that individual, 
and leads should not_be set forth to investigate an 
individual under the SAM Survey caption. 

The offices instituting the program should 
advise the Bureau when this program begins to operate 
in the city covered by that office. The Bureau should 
also be advised of the extent of the Coverage and if 
changes are made in the coverage afforded. 

¢ 
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| ; DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65884) | | = 9/20/61 | 

+2 pre ; 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) —/ 

SAH SURVEY 
ESP - R- 

ReBulets 5/3/61, By11/61; New York letter 6/29/61. 

| Interviews have been had with ir. OTTO K, OLESEN, 
io Postmaster, los. Angeles; Mr. LEWIS H. STODDARD, Assistant 

Inspector in Charge; los Angeles, who is in charge of the local 
office of. the Postal Inspector; and Mr. ALBERT STEAD, Super- 

 intendent, Air Mail Facility (AMF}, Los Angeles International 
.. Airport. A high degree of interest itn the. program was evidenced. 
and excellent cooperation has been received from all parties. 

Ps, As mentioned in fos Anceles letter dated 4/10/61, the 
Foreign Unit of the AL is presently located in temporary | 
quarters about a mile from the airport. Tne AMF is attempting 
to take over space presently occupied by TWA at the airport 
for housing the Foreign Unit. TWA expects to move from the . 
present space to a new passenser service terminal some time 
about November 1961. If AMP is successful in getting the TWA 
space, the Foraign Unit would probably remain at that location 
for at least a year or two until ee AMF _— 
is constructed. es 

. | Gonetrustion of the “tspector's Roon" for Bureau 
use will probably be completed at the present location during 
the week of 9/25/61 and the survey can start operating soon 
thereafter. Tne Bureau will be advised of the actual start of 
the survey. The survey will operate et the present location 
for about six weeks until the Christmas ioliday rush mekes 
continuance impractical. It is anticipated that during the 
time between mid-iovember 1961, and early January 1962, the 
Foreign Unit will move into the TWA space and & more permanent 
"tnspector's Room" will be included in the remodeling envisaged — 
by tne AMF , It is thought thes Cpe ranean the survey at tne =. 
a 

B. pureau (REGISTERED) ry * ati, et 
 2- Tew York a SEARCHED —_ 

Los Angeles | _ JNDEXED wi 

— 3 = os SERIALIZED -— | 
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LA 65-6984 

_. present location for’ even a.limited time is desirable not aig 
- because of the basic purpose of the survey but because the few 

weeks will afford valuable training to the personnel concerned. 

: hie. OLESEN, 9 Bi STODDARD. and Mr .. STEAD are the only 

- Post Offiee personnel who will be aware of. the true identity _ 
of the Bureau personnel. Three of the. Agents who will work 
the survey have been introduced to AMF foremen as Postal 
Inspectors by Mr. STEAD during discussions as to location and | 

. construction of the room to be initially used and it is | 
Seats the cover. can be successfully naintained, 

| specific ‘veference 16 made to Bulet dated 5/31/61 and 
the mention therein of certain signs used in illegal agent. | 

 eorrespondence which can be detected from an examination of 
the envelope. It will be appreciated if the New York Office 

will comment on these signs. Are there any Getaiis additional © 

to those furnished in reBulet? Have any espionage messages 

been identified by these signs-or nave all been identified . 
oe the Watch List? What is the average volume of: suspect 

me RB2SeE ne additional wocnntcos “handling? : 

. Z : ” -. ee . : «Qe | : : | ; ‘ ey : te | . 
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) @ : 

Pp afer @ 
ns 4 

FBI 

Date: 9/28/61 

CODE 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via RADIO URGENT | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Sc ae Sg eS cece gh Ge Seem a fa ey Sara ms a eal eof ee) 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI eee 

i ee 
FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984)-° 

SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE DASH R, REBULET AUGUST FOURTEEN LAST, 

SURVEY IN OPERATION EIGHT A.M. INSTANT DATE, SEVEN DAYS A 

WEEK, AROUND THE CLOCK COVERAGE ON THE FOLLOWING COLON 

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK; OSLO, NORWAY; STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN; 

FRANKFURT, BERLIN, HAMBURG, GERMANY; TOKYO, JAPAN, ELGHT 

AGENTS FULL TIME. FULL SECURITY ASSURED. 

NM: fet 

(1) \ 

a OuT GOING 

SEARCHED _ VIA RADIO 
D 

INDEFET Sis NWR Ge Pe on LE 
ERIALIZED 
ate “DATE Vee 228).2/ ee 2 

Se a aera 

[A 22 A : 
Ce 0 A M pe 

freee * 

‘es * 7 hoy re 

Meare . a : ‘ 
4 i ~~ i. 1 

Approved: 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ 

Memorandum 
TO SAC, Los Angeles (65-6989) DATE: 10/9/61 

FROM, : Director, FBI (65~65884) PERS ATTENTION 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIGNAGE - R 

ReBulet 9/19/61. 

There are attached for each office ten photographs 
of envelopes which have been selected by the New York Office 
as being the possible product of a Soviet illegal agent. In 
the case of the envelopes addressed to Edwin Bron and Ivar 
Teikko these have been identified as Soviet illegal agent mail. 
These envelopes pertain to a pending case of a highly sensitive 
nature. In view of this, these photographs should be handled 
accordingly in each office receiving same. 

There is also attached one photograph each of | 
envelopes number 43 and 45. These are specimens of incoming 
envelopes addressed to Soviet illegal agents. 

The above photographs are enclosed for the information 
of the orfices recently having instituted the Sam Survey Program. 
A set of these photographs is attached for the New York Office in 
order that it will be aware of the items which have been furnished 
to other field offices. 

In view of the highly sensitive nature of this Program, 
ali communications in the file captioned as above should be 
maintained under the most secure conditions. In addition, all 
information pertaining to this program should be handled on a 
need-to-know basis in each office. 

Enclosures (12) | 

1 - Seattle (65-3663) (PERSONAL ATTENTION) (Enclosures 12) 
1 - WFO (65-8300): (PERSONAL ATTENTION) (Enclosures 12) 
1 - Boston (64-4447) (PERSGNAL ATTENTION) (Enclosures 12) 
1 - New York (65-18045) (PERSONAL ATTENTIGN) (Enclosures 12) 

CSC GP¢-BZ 
| SEARCPED,.. 27. | 

fae & 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65884) 40/11/61 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) 
Pores 

“one 
~ 

ESPIONAGE ~ RK 

Reference is made to the watch 1ist concerning 
Yokyo, Japan, and the address of TORGPREDSTVO No. 12 
Shinmvyudo-che, Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo. 

During the two weeks that the Sam Survey has been 
in operation in the Ios Angeles Office, about ten letters have 
been observed going te the above address, none of which were 
addressed to TORGPREDSTVO, it appears that this address is 
quite possibly that of a commercial building in Tokye and 
that a mmber of other business concerns occupy space therein. 

it% 2s suggested that legat, Tokyo, either physically 
observe the building directory at this address or through use 
of a city directory, obtain the names of aki occupants of the 
building, in order thet offices serving Tokyo mall can eliminate 
maii directed to business coneerns other than TORGPREDSTVO. 
Untli sueh information is received from Tegat, Tokyo, this 
Office will continue to survey ail mail destined for the above 
address. UE 

$e Bureau Oe _ 
l= Boston (65-4447 ){ Tato ) (REGISTERED) 
i~ Kew York §85-388 15 {Info} (REGISTERED) 
k= Seattle { Faron tee oa ea eERED) - 
3- Washington Field (65-9300) (Info (REGISTERED) 

,i+ Tos Angeles. 
sHtsret 
(7). 

Yu 
ae a o*, # ? 

# ane” t ¢ s a “rf we 4 

# = am é 
hse te fh s 

g “ x a. ¥ * 
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allel nail a | 6 A ) Memorandum Os 4 f Lat 
TO SAC, Los Angeles (65-6984} pare: 10/24/61 | 

ROM: Director, FBI (65-65884} 

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE - R 

Reurlet 10/11/61. 

It has been determined that the word TORGPREDSTVO 
means "trade representative" and the functions of the office 
is similar of that of the Amtorg Trading Corporation, 

For the information of the Legal Attache, Tokyo, © 
there is attached one copy of relet. Legal Attache, Tokyo, 
should discreetly determine, if possible, the type of 
building located at the address set forth in relet and also 
if possible determine the identity of the other tenants if any 
occupying space in that building, 

Due to the sensitive nature of thesource of 
information this information should not be disseminated to 
any other U. S. or foreign agency. 

Boston (65~4447) 
New York (65-18045): 
Seattle (65-3663} 
WFO (65-8300) . 
Tokyo (Enclosure) ( NOR Re bare 

SERIALIZED...Z. Di 

OCT 2 § 1981 
FBI-LOS ANGELES 
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“L~ Tos Angeles 
Jitisfes 

(4) 7 
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x 
CL SEARCHED .... 

NDEXED =e, 
EAQALIZED x, 
FILO ae 

DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65884) 11/8/61 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) (P) 
Pn oa! 

7 Hee 

SAM SURVEY 
ESPIONAGE = kh 

Re Tos Angeles letter 9/20/61; Les Angeles 
radiogram 9/28/61. . 
The Survey will be temporarily discontinued at tos 

Angeles at 5:00 p.m. on 11/9/61. It is tentatively planned 
to resume the Suryey at midnight on 1/7/62; however, the Bureau 
WLLL be Purther advised as to the definite reinstitution of 
the Survey. 

This teuwporary cessation of the Survey is caused 
first by the heavy volume or traritic because of Christmas time 
and, secondly, vecouse the Foreign Unit of the Air Mail Pactlity 
at the Ios Angeles Internationsl Airport is, within the next 
two weeks, moving from the present temporary location into a 
more or less permanent location at what was fomserly the Trans 
World Airlines passenger terminal at the airport. 

Amore permanent tyre of space wili be made available 
for our use at the new location. 

To date, relations heave been excellent wifh the 
Postal suthorities involved and considerable valuable infor- 
mation and training has resulted from this preliminary opera- 
tion of the Survey. 

2- Bureau (RE ISTERED) 
t- New York (6518015 } {Info} (REGISTERED) 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65034) 12/19/61 

SAG, LOS ANGELES (65-5984) (P)} 

Soin, SURVEY 
ESP ~« R 

Re Los Angeles letter 11/8/61. 

Relet advised of the probable move of the site of 
the survey during the temporary cessation. 

Mee fiir Mall Facliity (AMF) has now comploted the 
nove to ths former TWA space at the Les Angeles International 
Airport and @ permanent type of room has been allocated for 
our use Insuring even better privacy and security. 

Thneve is no free public parking at the airport. 
AMF personnel park their cars 26 a particular parking lot 
operated by the airport. The cost is $4.00 per month per car 
and @ windshield sticker is issued after payment each month. 

In the interest of protecting our cover it is planned 
to have SAs vorking the survey use their own cars or two older 
TDI ron-radio cars. These Latter cars do not have registration 
certificates or any other FBI identification visible, 

UACB the $4.00 per month parkins fees will be paid 
in cash and recovered from the Office imprest fund. 

2~ Bureau (REGISTERED) 
1l~ Tos Angeles 
JittisPot 

(3) 

\\ ~ @ | Ve —— aa TED ~tescts 

, , 
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FD-36 (Rep. 12-13-56) 

oe | 
FBI 

Date: 1/8/62 

Transmit the following in CODE | 
TELL TYPE (Type in plain text or code) 

vig ‘DES URGENT | 
ia 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
i a a a hae he ee Dae en eis’, 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) 

SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE DASH R. RE LOS ANGELES LETTER TO BUREAU 

NOVEMBER EIGHT LAST AND BULET TO LOS ANGELES AUGUST FOURTEEN 

LAST, SURVEY IN OPERATION TWELVE ZERO ONE A.M. JANUARY 

SEVEN LAST, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, ROUND THE CLOCK COVERAGE ON 

THE FOLLOWING COLON COPENHAGEN, DENMARK; OSLO, NORWAY, 

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN; FRANKFURT, BERLIN, HAMBURG, GERMANY; TOKYO, 

JAPAN. SIX AGENTS FULL TIME, FULL SECURITY ASSURED.. 
ut 
/ 

NM: fet 

tl): 4 

OUT GOING 
VIA BALO 

MEG NR..2 AX or. L LD. 

a i one 

O ee [3s 2 
era Pevdagvhe Be busteGhtraqvarvevidehase nie we Bae ESTES ERUTE ST SOSE NOD 

SEARCHED -—~ 

INDZZAED — 

SIMALIZED —- 

FILED -—— 

( oO 

Approved: Sent 2 Py Per GAT 
special Agent in Charge 

soe ae ae 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65884) 1/30/62 

SAC, EOS ANGELES (65.6984} 

SAM SURVEY 
ESP - R 

The purpose of this Letter is to request permission 
to add Mexico City, D.F., Mexico, air mail to the Survey at 
Tos Angeles. 

Reference will he made to the following cases: 
TORO (Bufile 65-63142), LAROB (Befile 105-46154), OXBLOOD 
Bufile 105-70109} and GORDON WILLIAM GROVES {Bufije 100~- 
£1783). As the Bureau is aware, these cases have invelved 

Sovict espionage against targets in Southern California and 
directed from the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. 

In the TORO Case upon instruction from the Soviet 
principal there was an exchange of letters and post cards 
petyeen the Soviet and SD 852-S in 1955, 1956 and 1957. Some 
of this maii originated in Mexico but in 1956 the informant 
directed a letter to his principal from San Diego, California. 
in 1957 the informant sent a post card to his principai in 
Mexico Oity from Arizona. 

in the LAROB Case in 1957 the Soviet principal asked 
MEX S7 to act as a mall drop for him and furnished the informant 
with certain indicators to denote the maii was to be handed on 
without opening to the Soviet. Subsequently in 1959 Mex 87's 
brother, EA 4199-8, also agrecd to act as a mail drop to forward 
to Mexico tity any mali received which bore tne indicators, In 
1958 the Soviet asked for the address of the mother-in-law of 
MEX 37 in Mexico City and this was actually used by the Soviet. 
Wonile it is trne the known mail received in this case on behaif 
of the Soviet principal in Mexico ¢ity has originated in Mexico, 
there are tivo items to consider. HEA 4199-5 resides in Les Angeles 
and has agreed to ac&k as a mail drop between the United States 
and Mexico City upon specific request of the Soviet, even though 
such services has not as yet been performed. In 1957 the Soviet 
asked MEX S7 for some letters from his friends withont giving the 
informant an explanation. MEX S7 thought fhe Soviet wanted the 
returm addresses for later use. The infermant turned over five 
letters to his principal and all had United States return addresses. 

3— Bureau (REGISTERED) oa 

Las 

L~ Tos Angeles. 
HH+fet ™ ee 

th 
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LA 65-6984 

Ta the OXBLOOD Case in 1958 and 1959 the Soviet 
principal save letters to the Informant to mail Prom Tos 
fneeles and Uniecago, Tiiinois, to GORDON WILLIAM GROVES in 
ta. Jolla, talifernta. The Sovict Jater indicated that GROVES 
had received the letters, GROVES moved to Mexico Clty but has 
recentiy returned to fa Jolie, Very recent developments in- 
dicate he wilh become of interest in this cace arain. Ib is 
true thea tuo letters In this case were intra-United States mail 
but GROVES appayventiy had some means of communication with the 
Soviet in Mexico City. The CROVES Letter was chamfertrapped. 

Rbove instances tndtente the Soviets have for several, 
years considered the use of air mail as a means of communication 
between the United States and Mexico City. 

This office is of the opinion the best chance of 
accompiishin« the basic purposs of this Survey lics in our 
developin: onr own cases throuctn a careful search for indica« 
tors, We avec not reiyine soktelvy on the Vatch List addresses 
which have resulted from the ercelient Job dene by the New York : 
Office, We consider the Watch List of concurrent but lesser ! 
tnterest than the search for indicators. : 

Voile 1% in historically true the Soviets have used 
the same mall drops for mail transmitted from varlous parts of 
the world it is not inconceivable the Soviets vould use drops 
for crents on the Bast coast of the United States ditfercnt from 
drops used by agents on the West Coast. Certainly we know of 
the current importance of the Soviet Embassy im Moxico Clty as 
the center of direction of efforts against the Western Hemisphore, 

Toe Tos Angeles Alv Mall Wacility is a collection 
point for air mail which has been mailed in the Far Western States 
destined for Mexico City. Tos Anseles has 2 Mexican popuiation 
greater than any city in Mexico except Mexico City itself. 
Thererore, the volume of Mexico Gity mail is consicorable but 
it is anticipated 1% would be handled by present manpower. 
Festal euthorities estimate the volume as averaming ahout 10,006 
letters per day. ‘They state there is a fairly constant Mow of 
Mexico City mail and the departing Plight schedule indicates the 
majority of the wali is dispatched during Tour 2 (the day shift), 
whith is the lishtest tour as fer as European meli is concerned, 
tn obher words, we will be adding volume but most of 16 will be 
added to our Jightest tour. 

ese 
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TA 6506934 

Polliowlng is the fiicht schedule and volume Cipures 
taken from the week of 1/14020/62 

bay Departs Routing 

‘Sunday 1135 WAT 601 
Lets CHA 9OL 
BOYS WAL 792 

Monday 2135 WAT GOL 
1215 CMA 9Q1 

Tuesday 4135 WAL 601 
L2h5 CMA 901 

wednesday 1335 WAT, 601, 
1215 CMA 90% 

Thursday 1335 TAL 604 
4215 Ci GOL 

ePpLday 1135 WAL, 602 
LOLS CMA 901 
BONG WAT, FOL 

#Scturday L139 WAT, OOL 
L215 CMA 9OL 
2045, WAL 791 

55,445 

Considerably move mail is handled by WAL than CMA, 

* Oa Shese days San Diero makes up and dispatches Iexieo OLty 
mail, dixect via WAL 7913; the balance of the week San Diego maid, 
4s dispatched via Los Angeles AMF, This means that on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, San Diego mail arwives at Tos Angeles AMF 
pouched, sealed and ready ta be placed aboard tne plane, We do 
not plan to handle this mail. 

Should the Bureau aepprave this request, @ Mexico City 
Wateh Gist will be prepared composed of the following: 

\ HW 55092 Docld: 32969619 Page 4? 



LA 65.6084 
{1} Soviet official establishment addresses 

{2} Names and residence addresses of Soviet 
official personne 

{3} Names, residence and business addresses of 
a and MEX OTs $nceiudix ie Latter ts mother« 

ie Saw 

(4) Name and address of Mra, GORDON WELLIAM GROVES 
iP she is still in Mexico City 

(5) Name and address of GORDON WIGLTAM GROVES in 
ta Jolla looking for anything sent by nin 

(6) Nome and address of LA 419965 in Los Angeles 
dooking for anything sent by him that we are 
not already aware of, 

fn extra copy of this letter is beine furnished for 
transmittal to Legat, Mexico City, In event of approval. 
Tecat, Mexieo City, Is requested to furnish the information in 
above items 1 and 2 in the event more current ox somplete infor 
mation is avallable than that rucnished in the most recent 
report on SODAC, Mexico city. 

| HW 55092 Docld: 32969619 Page 46 
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DIRECTOR, FBT (65-65834) 3/30/62 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6984) 

SAM SURVEY 
ESP « R 

Rebulet 2/13/08. 

The tos Angeles Sam Survey started 9/20/ol at a 
location removed from the airport as the Foreien Unit, Air 
Mail Facility (AMF} was in temporary quarters awaiting the move 
= passenger operations to the new Ies Angeles International 

PPOre. 

Mail covered was that destined for Copenhagen, 
Denmark; Oslo, Norway; Stockholm, Sweden; Frankfurt, Berlin, 
Hamburg, Germany; Tokyo, Japan. 

This same coverage bas remained in effect throughout 
the survey and on 2/25/62 Mexice City, Mexico, was added to 
the coverage, 

The survey has aiways operated seven days a week 
around the ¢lock. 

originally eight men were assigned full time. From 
10/15/61 to 13/9/61 seven men were assigned full time. The 
Survey was discontinued from 11/9/61 to 1/7/c2 because of the 
holiday confusion and also because of the meving of the Foreign 
Unit AMS to its new and present location. At both the oid 
and present location separate, secure space has been provided 
for our exclusive use. Sinee 1/7/02 six Agents have been 
assigned Luli time. 

in regard to volume, it wliil be recalied that in Ias 
Angeles letter te the Bureau dated 4/10/61 and captioned "Proposal 
to petect Soviet Fileczal Acents in Tos Angeles Area, ESP-R, it 
was correctly reported that Postal Inspector L, H, STODDARD 
stated there were 290 air mail letters to the pound. However, 
during discussions with AMF Superintendent ALPERT STEAD at the 

Qu Bureau eee) merece 

ra ie a aaa (info }{REGISTERED) fi 
~ § fFeLes o Jo 7 
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A 
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tA 65.6984 

time the Mexico City situation was being analyzed, STBAD 
stated he figures 86 air mali letters to the pound, that the 
figure STODDARD had in mind relctes to one foot of losse 
domestic mail, Tests indieate STEAD's figure is undoubtedly 
more realistic than the figure furnished by STODDARD and will 
be used hereafter as the yardstick. STEAD further remarked 
he figures 300 letters to fhe foot of loose foreign 23 mail; 
however, the Survey handies only tied mail and volume <igures 
have been derived from poundage figures, 

Until the addition of Mexice Clty mail the valume was 
250,000 ltems per week, Mexico City maid has added 76,000 
items per week for a current rate ef 220,000 per week. AMF 
feremen state Mexico City mail doubles in volume during the 
summer because of the influx of tourists and agricultural 
workers during that time, and tnat aii foreizn air mail ine 
eréases during the swamer, Aix maid, domestic and foreign 
combined, at the Iles Angeles AMF increased 32,7 per cent in 
1961 over 1960 and is expected to continue to increase, 

The Survey is vitally interested in cetting as com 
plete and thorough coverage as possible of the pertinent and 
available mall, with due consideration being given at all times 
to tho manpover invelved. 

Thirty-five cases have been opened as a result of 
bhe Survey, Two are presenti pendine. One af these, Unsub, 

| aka Tante MINNIE, Aunt MINNIE, ESb « Ry, is at this time thought 
te have real merit as it involves an innocuous message, no 
return address, and was directed to a Soviet espionage mail 
drop i Germany eas furnished by cra, 

This procram is being constantly evaluated and volume 
enecks made from time to tame, 

in view of the strong possibility of positive results 
in identifying Soviet lllescl acents in this area in sonnection 
WLth Ghe ahove mentioned case, it is recommended thabk this proe 
gram be continved for at leases an additional sixemonth period, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-659084) 5/9/62 

S&C, LOS ANGELES (65-5084) 
_ 

SA SURVEY 
ESP - # 

Re LA let 1/30/62; lesat, Mexico Clty lets 3/15/62 
and 4/e6/6e.7 

This is to advise Lesat, Mexico City, that the Les 
Angeles Office is interested in the addresses of all Soviet 
offielal establishments such as Tass, Seviet Trade Representa- 
tion and Sovexportfilm., In this connection 1t is being mentioned 
that on 4/27/62 the Survey made avallable an SAS forwarding 
adviee memo concerming the shipment? of two cases of film from 
Loseow déstined for hexteo City via WAL. ‘Tnls ene, on SAS 
letternead syationery, was addressed te: 

"Sovexportiiim General Leon 
32 Columna Tacubaya — 
Mexico D. EF ox Mexica" 

E% Is assumed the address would more properly be: 

Sovexporvriim 
General Leon 32 
Colonia Tacubaya, 
Mexico D.P., Mexica 

in extra copy of this letter is beine furnisned for 
refcral for information to Levat, Mexieo City, file 65-505. 

3- Bureau {REGISTERED) 
ie Ios angeles 
JHUHsfet Gy 

; SEARCHED _.. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-G5884) 9/11/62 
=——_ 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6934) > 

SAL SURVEY 
ESP ~ R 

he LA let 3/30/62. 

The purpose of this letter is to report on progress 
during the past six months. 

The volume of mail has increased, particularly during 
os four months, Total weekly volume is 250,000 items 

roeviiewed, 

Sate coverage as to countries remains in effect. 
Survey continues to operate seven days a week, around the 
eiock, with six Agents assismned full time. 

Fresent plans are to terminate the Survey on 
Saturday, 11/17/62 and resume again in January 1963, after 
the Christmas rush in Postal activity. Bureau will be advised 
Later of definite termination and resumption. 

it is recomended that this Survey continue. ‘This 
office has reviewed several items going ta addresses on the 
Wateh tist and currentiy is following several matters as yet 
unresolved, Xt is expected that positive results will 
eventually result from this program. 

2- Burecu (REGISTERED) 
(ie Eos Anselcs 
JHu:fet 
(3) 

i ‘ 
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DIRECTOR, FBE (65-65884) 9/27/62 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-6954) - 

SAécl SURVEY 
ESP - BR 

Re San Franciseo airtel to Bureau 9/5/62 captioned 
"or, BRANZ FROELICH, aka, ESP - PO & R" (Bufile 165-£04492)} 
requesting Ios Angeles Office to include, if possible, coverage 
by its Sam Survey the addresses: 

Spa Dr. LUZMIRA DE MIGUEL 
Buerfanos 1049 
Santiage De Chile 

Sra GIOVANNA DE SATATINT 
Piedras 360 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 

Tose addresses have beon added to the Sam Survey 
Watch List and coverage has been instiltuted,as the Survey is 
eapabie of handling the additional traffic amounting to about 
7,000 letters 2 week. 

Rae San Francises Ofriece is requested, if porsiblic, 
ta furnish fos Angeles with suitable handwriting specimens 
for FRANZ FROELICH to be used as an additional aid in identifying 
mail being transmitted by FROELICH, 

3- Bureau (REGISTERED) 
L - 105~-104402 (Dr. FRANZ FROELICH) 

2= San [vancisco {REGISTERED) 
i ~ 65-5598 (Dr. FRANZ FROELICH) 

@- tos Angelics ~~ 2» 7105-11804 (Dr. FRANZ FROELICH) 
WCP :Let 
(7) 

Cree 

4q 4 
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- ESPIONAGE ~ | ‘R. 
> 
- 

Re Les Angeles airtel 11/15/62 and Bulet. -anyesyec. 7 
While the Espionage Squad of this office continues , 

its heavy. responsibility mentioned in. referenced airtel, .. 
it. is recommended the SAM SURVEY be reinstituted. This  ~ 
recommendation is influenced by belief in the value of this . 
program in connection with the ee en *, oe 3 e 

: Soviet illegal Agents. : Bie te (C 
| gt, 1 | 

The Bureau is requested to Senattee anata: 
CIA to determine if there are any additional foreign. 
accommodation addresses which could be added to the current 
watch list. It is propesed te give around the cleck. - 
coverage five days a week, Tuesday through Saturday with | 
five Agents devoting full time te this assignment... a ee 
Sunday and Mondays are the two lightest volume days; — ? 
‘The volume decrease in coverage will be approximately 16 per 

_ gent and the decrease of the survey crew from six to five = ~ & 
men Will effect about the same percentage change in man go 
power. The efficiency of the new proposed coverage will be a 

| ‘0 advised. by 4/15/63 and the em New York ani WFO ©. 
So 

| UACB SAM SURVEY Will resume on sheila: ‘ee: 
and the nationality coverage wilt be he same as before ) namely: 

Mexice City, D. Pes Mexico 
Tokyo, Japan. 

- Cepenhagen, Denmark 
Oslew, Nerway | 
See berlin as ge ae . 

- au. LL: 
- JZ = New York om, at tg SERIALIZEDS¢ 

| @* te WFO. ae 2 FILED: 
iv- Les ee ) ee Ree ee | : 

ye | 

i 1) CON ee 
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FD-227 (Rev. 2-12-60) m + 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 , 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to _: Director, FBI (Butile- ) vate: 8/7/62 

FROM :SAC, LOS ANGELES (65+7236) Attention; 

Lx] Domestic Intelligence Division 

SUBJECT: VICWOR JAMES KORDERL, 
BSP » BR a 

[| Investigative Division 

MARGAREW KORDEERL ) 
ESP « BF 

Name: VICTOR JAMES KORDELG, MARGARET KORDEL | 

Address: 4055 Center Street, Baldwin Park, California 

Type of Mail: ALL mail and parcels 
Type of Cover: Addvessee, return addresses & postmarks 
Period Covered: GDoirty dairs | 
Purpose of Cover: Determine correspondents of subjects. 

Justification: (Comment on necessity, desirability, productivity, possibility of embarrassment to Bureau. 

If necessary continue on extra page.) 

on 7/26/62 when BORIS YASHIN and ATEXET OHEZHOV, 
Naval Attache and Seexetary to the Naval Athaéhe, respectively; 
Bnbassy, USSR, Washington, D.C, were in los AngeZes, circumstances. 
suggested a possible covert contact by KORDELES and the Soviets, 
A disercet investigation 1s being conducted to determine contacts 
and activities of the KORDELIG. A mail cover would aid materlally 
in determining contacts, employment and financial data of KORDELEs. 
Tt has been established through an established source that KORDELLS 
recelye mail at the above address; therefore, 3b is believed this 
gover would be productive, Theres is no indication that this would 
result in embarrassnient to the Burcau,. 

If authorized: 

FD-115 will be directed to Postmaster: (name) 

(address) 

[_&] FD-115a will be directed to Postal Inspector: (name) lip. duG, Hudson Assistant _= 

“Qe, Bureau (REGISTERED (address) Bpeetor in Charge, P.O. 

EGhsfet | Box 751, DA 53, Caiit, 
(2) - | _OG > Food ! SEARCHED INDEXES 

a. Sf U : 
APPROVE 

Date S21 F262. 
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. Routing Slip 
0-7 (Rev. 4-6-62) 

TO: SAC, 

[_] Albany (_] ‘Houstor” 
[] Albuquerque [_] Indianapolis 
[__] Anchorage [_] Jacksonville 
["} Atlanta [_] Kansas City 
{] Baltimore [_] Knoxville 
[_] Birmingham {__] Las Vegas 
[_] Boston [_]_ Little Rock 
[_] Buffalo {7} Los Angeles 
{__] Butte “Fy outsvilt 
[_] Charlotte [__] Memphis 
[_] Chicago ["_] Miami 
{] Cincinnati [| Milwaukee 
[_] Cleveland [_] Minneapolis 
[_} Dallas [7] Mobile 
[_] Denver ["] Newark 
[_] Detroit [_] New Haven 
(_] El Paso [_] New Orleans 
[_} Honolulu [|] New York City 

Sd 

(Copies togmsices Checked) 
f pa” 

[] Norfolk [_} Washington Field 
[7] Oklahoma City {_] Quantico 
[| Omaha 
[_] Philadelphia TO LEGAT;: 
[_] Phoenix [] Bern 
{_] Pittsburgh {"} Bonn 
{__] Portland {__] London 
[_] Richmond [_} Madrid 
[_] St. Louis [] Manila 
[J Salt Lake City [_} Mexico, D.F. 
[Lj San Antonio {_]} Ottawa 
(| San Diego [] Paris 
[j San Francisco [_] Rome 
[] San Juan [__] Rio de Janeiro 
(__] Savannah {__] Tokyo 
[__] Seattle 
[_] Springfield 
{__] Tampa 

es Gm1L4m62 

VICTOR JAMES KORDELL 
ESP = R 

MARGARET KORDELL 
ESP = B£- 

(_] For information ie appropriate action ((_] Surep, by 

{_] The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, [_] conceal 
all sources, [|] paraphrase contents, 

Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA 
dated 

Remarks: 

See stamped notation, 

Enclosure(s) 

Bu file \ 

Urfile 6507 236° 

55092 Doctld: 32969619 Page 5? 
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HW 55092 

10/3/62 

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (65~67719) 

FRO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-7236) 

RE: VICTOR JAMES KORDELL, aka Victor James Cordell 
ESP ~ R 

ia KORDELL, oka Margaret Cordell 

Re Los Angeles airtel 10/2/62, 

nm view of the clreumstances upon which this matter 
is predicated, the peculiar habits of the KORDELIS as set out 
in rererenced alrtel and the volume of mail received, with 
particular attention direeted to the two letters postmarked in 
New York on 9/6/62, Ies Anscles vequests Bureau authority to 
contact the Postal Inspector av Ios Angeles, This contact is 
desired to make necessary arranscnents with the Post office 
inspector to conduct a Gus and San type survey on KORDELLs! 
correspondance. 

Tf Bureau authority is reecived, Los Anseles will 
immediately attempt through Postal Inspector's office to make 
adequate secure arrangements for such coverage, 

Tos Angeles will continue to maintain contact with 
Nes. BEANE and attempt to complete a survey of the residence 
and nelehbornood to determine the feasibility of cstablishins 
an anonymous source at the residence, The Eurvcau will be kept 
advised conceraing this. 

3~ Bureau (AM - REGISTERED) SY? 
1- Tos Angeles 
HGL: fete 
(4) rae 

oS SEARCHED 

IND TNeED aoe 
ca Ser od gees, aa 

pa Pdi oe ~} i Sa. Zed —_e 
fy ki Px 8 : . : ws é e 

dey abt FILED As 
Pd vat a 

Lid SP 
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OPTIONAL, FORM NO. 10 
5010— 

UNITED STATES aii: 

Memorandum 
ee es 

TO 86: SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-7236) (P) DATE: 11/26/62 
PSS ooo 

FROM : SA EWING G. LAYHEW 

sugjecT: VICTOR JAMES KORDELL 
ESPIONAGE - R 

MARGARET KORDELL 
ESPIONAGE - R 

Re Los Angeles airtel to the Bureau dated 10/2/62, 
and memo of the writer dated 10/3/62. 

An anonymous source was established an 10/31/62. 
The contact was relatively brief. Another contact is 
anticipated soon to obtain more information known to the 
source. 

A Gus survey was instituted on 10/26/62. This 
is continued on a daily basis. Liaison continues to be 
maintained with the neighborhood source. 

To date no pertinent information has been developed 
which will substantiate the suspicion that they are 
engaged in espionage. 

EGL:n1b 
(2) ihe / 

Y ~ 

Ben 
f POST 

: SE
ARC

HE 
— 

. -
 “te 

oF + = 

SERIALIZE C 
aC. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

UNITED STATES cian MENT ®@ 
Memorandum 
TO : SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-7236) (P) DATE: 12/12/62 

FROM : SA CHARLES J, NAGLE, JR. 

supjecT: VICTOR JAMES KORDELL; 
MARGARET KORDELL 
ESP - R 

The following is submitted for infermation purposes 
enly. No aetion is desired; however, it may be of possible 
interest to a reviewing agent at some later date. 

A "Gus Survey" was eondueted on the above two 
individuals at the Baldwin Park, California Pest Offiee from 
Friday, 10/26/62, threugh Monday, 12/10/62. 

The writer was accompanied by SA STANLEY E. COUPE 
on this survey. From time to time SA's FRANK E, CHOVANEC, 
RICHARD L. CROMWELL, and HARRY H. WHIDBEE also assisted in 
this survey. A survey was net condueted on 11/12/62 or 
11/22/62 as both of these days were holidays. 

The survey was in aetual operation a total of 34 
work days and the following points of interest are set forth: 

1. The KORDELLs reeeive an above average amount 
of mail. Most of it eoemes from the East Coast of the United 
States and most of it is handwritten. 

2. At no time during this survey did they receive 
any bills, that is, to say no bills for utilities or from 
eharge accounts at department stores. 

3. It is alse to be noted that they did not reeeive 
any advertising literature through the mail. 

LEONARD V. LIVINGSTON is the Postmaster at the 
Baldwin Park Pest Offiee and. LLOYD TROONAS is the Assistant 
Postmaster. 

| SEARCHED INDEXED 
a 
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